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ABSTRACT

Various computer codes employed at IEC for preliminary reactor design
analysis and fuel cycle scoping calculations have been often subject to
program source modifications. Although most changes were due to computer or
operating system compatibility problems, a number of significant code
modifications were due to model improvements and enhancements of algorithm
efficiency and accuracy. With growing acceptance of Software Quality
Assurance (SQA) requirements and methods, a program of implementing
extensive testing of modified software has been adopted within the regular
maintenance activities.

In this work a survey has been performed of various accepted SQA methods
of software testing which belong mainly to the two major categories of
implementation ("white-box") and specification-based ("black-box") testing.
The results of this survey exhibit a clear preference of specification-
based testing. In particular, the Equivalence Class Partitioning Method
(ECP) and the Boundary Value Analysis Method (BVA) have been selected as
especially suitable functional methods of testing reactor analysis codes.

A separate study of the SQA methods and techniques has been performed in
this work with the objective to establish appropriate pre-test software
specification methods. Two methods of software analysis and specification
have been selected as the most suitable for this purpose: The method of
Data Flow Diagrams (DFD) has been shown to be particularly valuable for
performing the functional/procedural software specification, while the
Entities - Relationship Diagrams (ERD) method has proved to be efficient
for specifying the software data/information domain. Feasibility of these
two methods has been analyzed in particular for software uncertainty
analysis and overall code accuracy estimation.
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INTRODUCTION

Software Quality Assurance (SQA) is an emerging discipline, which has
gained wide recognition of importance during recent years in many fields of
technology. Nevertheless there is still a lack of consensus among SQA
practitioners in regard to theoretical foundations, metrics or even
definitions of basic terms (such as software reliability or software
quality). Therefore SQA is viewed by many as an empirical set of rules and
practices.

A growing support of SQA in software development, procurement and
maintenance has been reflected in the inclusion of major SQA methods as
either required or desired methods in recent standardization efforts
undertaken by the American National Standards Institute [1-3], and the
International Standards Organization [4].

According to the SQA approach, a software life-cycle may be represented
as consisting basically of five major stages:

1. Requirements analysis
2. Design
3. Implementation
4. Testing
5. Operation and maintenance.

Specific guidance and methods are provided for each of these activities
whose connections are in general overlapping and recursive rather than
direct and consecutive. For example, unit design is actually an interface
between stages (2) and (3), unit testing may be done in stage (3), while
testing in general may involve all other stages, starting from (1), concept
review, requirements validation etc.

In this work, the feasibility of employment of SQA methods in the
validation and maintenance of reactor analysis software, has been assessed.
Computer codes employed for reactor analysis by the IEC NED staff within
preliminary design analysis and fuel cycle scoping calculations fall
primarily into the category of mature, widely used public-domain software.

Multigroup neutron diffusion, transport and fuel depletion codes used by
us in recent years for cell analysis and whole-core calculations of LWR,
PHWR and HTGR designs include WIMS/D-4, CITATION, VSOP, LEOPARD and
PSU-MCRAC. Other codes such as ORIGEN provide evaluations of core
radioactive inventory build-up needed for nuclear safety analysis programs.

Due to the preliminary character of IEC design and analysis activities,
stages (1-5) of a typical software life-cycle have in many aspects been
reduced to the operational and maintenance stages (5). However, due to
computer portability needs which had required the transfer of some codes
between various computers, such as CDC, IBM, Prime, PC and more recently,
UNIX workstation platform, modifications of code program sources have been
frequently made. Such deviations from typical "end-user" activities have
often resulted in implementing the other software life-cycle stages (2-4).
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COMMON MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS

The following are some common examples of maintenance problems which have
been encountered in the transfer of reactor analysis codes between various
computers and operating systems:

- Variable names conflicts. Special characters (such as the dollar sign)
used in names of program variables cause sometimes problems due to the
use of a symbol for command/niacro call substitution in various operating
system "shells" and utilities.

- Evaluation of the data type of an arithmetic expression. Differences
have been found between various FORTRAN compiler implementations of type
conversions which should be performed during the "mixed-type
arithmetics". These conversion differences have led in seme cases to
discrepancies in calculational results.

Differences in internal binary representation of floating - point
numbers. This was sometimes a cause of different results, due to the
process of accumulation of inaccuracies through multiple calculation
cycles (such as in cases of a large number of iteration loops).

Inconsistencies in I/O data management, such as various FORMAT type
conventions, different approaches to usage of the "OPEN FILE" and
"DEFINE" statements or conflicting rules for the "NAMELIST" group data
positioning.

- Different rules for by-default procedures of data exception handling,
during occurrence of conditions such as "underflow" and
"divide-by-zero".

IMPROVEMENTS IN MODELS AND ALGORITHMS

Although most of our maintenance efforts have been devoted to the
above-mentioned "routine" solutions of machine conversion and inter-system
portability problems, there have been also some significant source code
changes made to the reactor analysis programs which reflect various model
improvements and enhancements of accuracy and efficiency of the code
computational algorithms.

Following are some examples of major modifications to reactor analysis
codes (performed mainly in joint research projects with the Technion):

1. The integral transport methods of the THERMOS code have been added as an
option to replace the simple ABH method of heterogeneity treatments used
in LEOPARD code at thermal energies [5]. The THERMOS option performs the
.patial analysis in much greater detail, using thermal scattering
kernels in strict accordance with recommended basic data rather than
using the proton gas model. A separate 30-group thermal cross section
library has been prepared for employing the THERMOS option by LEOPARD.

2. The standard resonance treatment in the LEOPARD code has been
extensively modified. The procedure introduced consists of the
utilization of preprocessed temperature-dependent resonance shielding
factor tabulations [6].
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3. The diagonal symmetry option was introduced into the PSU-MCRAC code [7].
This feature is especially useful for PWR cores with eighth-core
symmetry. Another modification to the PSU-MCRAC was the development of
an alternative mesh point allocation scheme.

4. Modifications were introduced into the nodal version of the PSU-MCRAC
code [8]. One change permits the user to calculate flux and power
distributions for Xenon concentrations corresponding to local power in a
fuel assembly rather th? l the average power. Another modification to the
NODAL PSU-MCRAC is the introduction of albedo factors, derived from
finite difference calculations, into core depletion analysis.

5. More recently, extensive modifications have been performed in the VSOP
code package for the analysis of a HTGR core. The modifications include
replacement of the one-dimensional diffusion module by the two-
dimensional CITATION code, extension of the VSOP cross-section library
to include the natural Hafnium data for the HTGR burnable poison
representation and implementation of the neutron leakage feedback from
the diffusion calculations to the spectrum calculations [9-11].

ADOPTION OF SQA APPROACHES TO TESTING

As a rule, with each modification to a code, a series of benchmark
calculations have been performed within the framework of program validation
checks. Due to limitations of staffing and time, the extent of testing has
been generally limited to checking the overall program functioning (using
as controls such parameters as the neutron multiplication factor, critical
soluble boron concentration, flux spectrum ratios or normalized power
distribution) as well as to selective testing of specific parameters to
check the correctness of modified code features.

From the maintenance point of view, a most troublesome feature of
typical reactor analysis codes is lack of program structuredness. In spite
of pronounced modular structure of many codes, there are usually many
complex interactions between the various modules. Moreover, strong coupling
of the modules (due to common data sharing and device sharing) is often
cause of severe maintenance problems. Any change in the meaning of data
structures or module improvement, usually affecs many modules. A thorough
understanding of module performance requires simultaneous study of a number
of modules.

These maintenance difficulties are aggravated also by the fact that many
of these codes are poorly documented. In many cases inadequate user
documentation does not permit one to determine fully either capabilities of
the code, or limitations of its models and correlations. Sometimes the only
way left to a maintenance person is a "reconstruction" of an algorithm or
an approximation employed directly from the code source using the available
references or performing a relevant literature search.

Such difficulties with program post-modification validation, as well as
the growing acceptance of SQA requirements and methods have, led us to a
decision to put a stronger emphasis on implementation of extensive and
systematic program testing as part of our software maintenance activities.
A preliminary analysis of possible input combinations and program logical
path topology, has revealed that even for the smallest of the reactor
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analysis codes available to IEC, the tasks of implementing exhaustive input
testing and exhaustive path testing would be clearly impossible. The
problem has been reduced therefore to defining acceptance criteria for a
set of less-than-exhaustive tests to constitute an adequate set of tests.

FEASIBILITY STUDY OF SQA TESTING METHODS

A survey of various SQA validation techniques has been performed, assessing
their feasibility for reactor analysis code maintenance, with the objective
of minimizing efforts needed for test case design and implementation, while
preserving a sufficient degree of tost coverage of the program functions.
The survey has revealed that most of the widely accepted SQA methods of
software testing fall mainly into one of the two major categories: the
implementation ("white-box", or structural) testing methods and the
specification-based ("black-box", or functional) testing methods [12].

In regard to structural testing, the logical path testing methods have
been evaluated. Path testing is a white-box testing strategy which
exercises every independent execution path through the component. This
ensures that all statements in the program are executed at least once and
that conditional statements are tested for both true and false cases.
Exhaustive path testing involves testing all possible combinations of paths
through the program. For any components apart from very trivial ones
without loops, this is an impossible objective.

It should be noted that usual SQA requirements are that all significant
portions of the code should be exercised by some test cases. Especially
difficult for implementation is the EPRI SQA program, which implies as a
"significant portion of the code" every module and every segment of code
that is longer than 10 lines [13]. iJ.e test coverage criteria employed by
EPRI require executing 90% of all decision-to-decision paths in a program.

However, due to staffing and time limitations of our maintenance set-up,
the feasibility of structural testing has proved very limited. Applying
this method to test only the modified sections in the code has been
feasible for changes in small modules with a low degree of branching. Other
feasible applications of structural testing refer to testing such features
as program segmentation or overlays, dynamic memory allocation and
multi-pass or complicated data organizations.

The overall results of our survey clearly exhibit the preference of the
specification-based (functional) testing approach over the implementation
(structural) testing strategy. A subsequent study of functional testing
methods has been implemented and the following two methods have been
selected as the most practical and efficient:

1. The Equivalence Class Partitioning Method (ECP):

Equivalence partitioning is a technique for determining which classes of
input data have common properties. A program should behave in a
comparable way for all members of an equivalence partition. The
equivalence partitions may be identified by using the program
specification or user documentation and by the tester user experience to
predict which classes of input value are likely to detect errors.
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According to the ECP method, designing test cases with different input
values belonging to the same equivalence class is considered non-
productive, while the typical center-of-range values suffice for valid
input representation. However, for each input class the program should
be tested also for values which are intentionally set well beyond the
class validity range.

2. The Boundary Value Analysis Method (BVA):

According to the BVA method there is empirical evidence that mistakes in
an algorithm application often result from misunderstanding of the
algorithm behavior at the boundaries of its input domain. Thus input
values at the edges (or just beyond the edges) of the equivalence
partitions should be chosen for the algorithm validity lests.

A feasibility study of other SQA testing methods for our maintenance set-up
was also done. The Cause-Effect Analysis Method [12] (CEA) exhibited
partial suitability for relatively small programs. The CEA method involves
examining the program output and analyzing it, to determine whether
combinations of input partitions always cause outputs to be produced in the
same output partition. The different output effects are examined and the
causes of these effects usually used as test cases. However, for larger
codes the CEA method seems less appropriate for implementation, due to the
high level of code complexity and the heterogeneity of input data and
parameters.

In regard to structural testing methods the logical path testing has
been evaluated. Path testing is a white-box testing strategy which
exercises every independent execution path through the component. This
ensures that all statements in the program are executed at least once and
that conditional statements are tested for both true and false cases.

Exhaustive path testing involves testing all possible combinations of
paths through the program. For any components apart from very trivial ones
without loops, this is an impossible objective. Nevertheless, applying this
method to test directly only the modified section in the code has proved
feasible for us in regard to changes in small modules with a low degree of
branching. Other feasible applications of structural testing refer to
testing such features as program segmentation or overlay, dynamic memory
allocation and multi-pass or complicated data organizations.

SELECTING SQA METHODS OF PRE-TEST SPECIFICATION

A feasibility study have been performed of methods of software systen
analysis and representation. This study shows that various methods have
been successfully employed as the analysis and documentation tools foe
systematic maintenance of complex programs.

Widely used methods of software requirement and design specificatior
include the flowchart methods, the state-transition diagrams,
Nassi-Schniederman charts and Warnier-Orr diagrams. Some of these method:
have been more suitable for real-time applications while others have beei
more efficient for maintenance of common business data-processing systems.
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As a result of this study, the following two closely related methods of
structured system analysis [14] have been selected, as the most appropriate
methods of pre-test software specification for maintenance of the reactor
analysis codes:

The first method of Data-Flow Diagrams (DFD) is of top-down hierarchial
functional system decomposition. The uppermost diagram in the hierarchy,
which defines the code function most abstractly, is the context diagram. It
shows all system inputs and outputs. The next-level diagram reflects a
crude functional program decomposition into major tasks or processes.
According to this method, the analyst repeatedly refines the system,
representing each refinement by a separate more detailed diagram.
For each process shown on a diagram, all incoming and outgoing data flows
serving the process are shown. The data store notation serves to represent
various data records and files, common memory-stored data blocks, etc. A
complete set of leveled DFDs is complemented by a set of specifications for
all lowest-level processes and by a data dictionary providing ordered
listing and description of all data flows and data stores.

A process specification may be provided either by verbal description, by
a pseudocode or by other diagram notation (similar to a decision tree graph
or a flowchart). However, the level of abstraction of the DFD method does
not imply ordering of events or logical decision points, which are usually
required to be represented in flowcharts.

The second method, which may be seen as complementary to the DFD method,
is the method of the Entity-Relationship Diagrams (ERD). The ERD method
gives an insight into the system information domain while the DFD method
provides mainly a view of its "behavior". The ERD method aims at capturing
all the objects manipulated by the system, defining properly the attributes
of the objects and their interrelationships. The DFD data dictionary is
usually a source of "raw data" for ERD.

A procedure of data structure normalization serves to locate those
entries of the data dictionary which are non-essential for the ERD
representation of the program information domain, those which are actually
the system objects, and those which describe the object attributes.
According to the same ERD normalization scheme, decomposing the data
dictionary entries of complex structure into simple parts reveals the
character of relationships existing between various objects in the software
system.

In summary, combining the DFD and the ERD methods has provided us with a
suitable software specification framework necessary for designing an
adequate set of functional program tests.

CONCLUSIONS

In the environment of pre-project R&D activities in a public utility, the
maintenance of reactor analysis codes for preliminary design studies and
fuel cycle scoping calculations needs frequent program modifications.
Whether these modifications result from changes in the operating system or
are due to model and algorithm enhancements, an extensive program of code
testing should follow. In this work, studies of SQA methods of software
testing and corresponding pre-test software specification was performed.
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It has been shown that methods of specification-based (functional)
testing of reactor analysis codes are in general more feasible than methods
of implementation (structural) testing. In particular, two methods of
fun/tional testing have been selected as the most appropriate:

1. The Equivalence Class Partitioning Method (ECP) and
2. The Boundary Value Analysis Method (BVA).

A survey of software specification methods has been made and two SQA
methods have been shown to be of special value for reactor analysis codes:

1. The method of Data Flow Diagrams (DFD), selected for performance of the
functional/procedural software specification;

2. The Entities - Relationship Diagrams method (ERD), providing efficient
specification of the software data/information domain.

In addition to the primary application of DFD/ERD methods to pre-test
specification, these methods have been analyzed for their feasibility in
assessing uncertainty contributions of specific factors within the software
uncertainty analysis and for overall code accuracy estimations.
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